Liberal Arts Program Committee
Minutes 2.13.12

Members Present: Ann Higginbotham, Meredith James, Bruce Johnston, Brandon Monroe, David Stoloff, Patty Szczys

Minutes accepted from 2.6.12: MJ/BM 5-0

Guest for Discussion: Bill Salka representing FYPC and AA attended to discuss moving forward with a Bill to incorporate FYI100 into LAC. Bill Salka and Patty Szczys will work to draft appropriate language. Bill also discussed the online course policy in the LAC and the need to be NEASC compliant. It was suggested that Department Chairs be consulted since their programs and faculty may be most affected by limitations to online offerings.

Reports from Committees: Continuing discussion of 4-credit course policy.

New Business:
1. Request from Political Science for approval to double count an LAC/T2IS for the major to enable two students to graduate on-time in May. Committee suggested that this situation should be resolved at the department level rather than through LAPC.

2. Course Reviews:
   a. PSC400: Accept AH/MJ 5-0
   b. ECE213: Accept with temp approval MJ/AH 5-0
   c. THE277: Tabled.
   d. MAT421: Tabled.
   e. ART355: Tabled.
   f. EDU222: Accepted MJ/AH 5-0